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Abstract 
 
Painting is one of complex image reflecting observations and feelings 
of the artist to the environment. This condition extends the need of 
painting impression generation system since common people with 
lack of art experience would have difficulties to interpret the 
painting. From this point of view we presents a new model  to 
provide representative  impressions of paintings  by  providing  a 
color-impression metric taken from public survey and implement it 
for mobile application. The new model provides analytical functions 
to generate the representative impression of the image query. The 
functions consist of two main section: (1) The cultural-dependent 
color-impression metric creation which consist of conducting survey, 
applying normalized 3D color vector quantization to image dataset, 
generating image-impression metric, and generating color-
impression metric; and (2) Impression generation of image query 
which consist of applying normalized 3D color vector quantization to 
image query and measuring the similarity between image query and 
color-impression metric. To perform  our  proposed  impression 
generation  system,  we  examine  our  system  with  Indonesian 
cultural image dataset and 5 different mobile devices. Our proposed 
system performs main color impression precision result with 
average precision of more than 60%.  Brightness intensity and 
zooming affects the retrieved impressions.  Rotating captures of an 
image generate the same retrieved impressions. The system also 
performs average response time vary in range 41263 to 117434 
milliseconds from all devices. 
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